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Abstract
The Karajarri Indigenous Protected Area (IPA) and the Warlu Jilajaa Jumu IPA (on the Ngurrara native title area) together
cover over 4 million hectares of the Great Sandy Desert in north-west Australia. The Karajarri and Ngurrara rangers have
been collaborating in a project with Environs Kimberley and the NESP Threatened Species Hub that aims to support fire
management, cultural knowledge and biodiversity over the desert of our country. We have established 24 permanent
monitoring sites in three areas, at sites with different fire histories, and have monitored small mammals and reptiles for
three years, amounting to more than 5000 trap nights. Our trapping results show that the number of mammal species,
and their abundance, goes down after fire and takes several years to recover. Patterns in the reptiles are more complex:
the overall number of species is steady as vegetation recovers after fire, but the types of species change depending on
when the site was last burnt: some species are almost only found in recently burnt sites, and other reptiles species
prefer long-unburnt spinifex. We found that recently burnt sites have more reptile species that are active at night, but
sites with recovered spinifex have more reptile species that are active during the day. Our results tell us that fire
management that keeps a variety of vegetation ages across our country will help to maintain a diverse reptile
community, and that long unburnt vegetation is critical for looking after small mammals. We have also examined fire
patterns from the 1940s using aerial photographs, when people were still living on desert country. These photos tell us
that the fire frequency 80 years ago was much lower than it is today, and the fire patch sizes were much smaller. Our
work is helping us set the objectives for our fire management, and helping us talk with our communities about the
cultural management of fire. By collaborating and sharing data, we are able to tell a stronger story.
Biography
Braedan (Bayo) is a Karajarri/Bardi man who grew up and spent much of his early childhood in One Arm Point
community. He moved to Derby and attended Derby District High School, graduating in 2012. After he graduated he
started an apprenticeship in plumbing, during his apprenticeship he move out to Bidyadanga community and decided to
work for the Karajarri Rangers so he could learn about his grandfather’s country and help look after land. Recently
Braedan has started as the men’s coordinator and begun studying his Cert IV in Conservation and Land Management.
Jesse was born and raised just outside Brisbane, QLD, and moved to Perth, WA, during his schooling. It was a naturefilled childhood, which inspired his undergraduate studies in Zoology and Conservation Biology at the University of
Western Australia. After graduating in 2018, Jesse moved to Broome and worked in pearling and youth work before
moving into natural resource management. Recently Jesse has begun in the role of Land and Sea manager for the
Karajarri Rangers, and is excited about supporting the ranger team to build its capacity to care for country.
Dr Malcolm Lindsay has a broad background and interest in marine and terrestrial ecology and conservation. He
completed his doctorate in marine ecology at The University of Melbourne, which prepared him well for his current
work in the deserts and savannah of the Kimberley. Malcolm has worked at Environs Kimberley for over eight years
managing their on-ground conservation projects, the Kimberley Nature Project. These projects support over six
Aboriginal Rangers groups to protect their country and culture through managing threats such as weeds, threatened
species and ecosystems, and documenting biocultural knowledge. These projects are all guided by “two-way” or “rightway” science principles that prioritises and integrates both aboriginal cultural and ecological knowledge systems to
generate better ecological and cultural conservation outcomes.
Kevin has lived and worked in aboriginal communities for 15 years in the Pilbara and Kimberley, having worked with
Nyul Nyul, Kanyirinpa Jukurrpa, Kimberley Land Council and now for Yanunijarra Aboriginal Corporation. He has fulfilled
a wide range of roles including community development, professional training and mentoring, and ranger coordination
but is now Healthy Country Manager for Yanunijarra where he coordinates the Ngurrara Ranger program who are
guided by the Ngurrarawanti Wulyu Martarnupurru Health Country Plan.
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